Focussing light: wavelength limits the resolution 
Harvesting light -enhancing non linearity
What is 'harvesting'? A lens gathers beams of light from points in an object and brings them to a focus at the corresponding points in the image. In contrast a light harvester concentrates all the beams at a single point.
Harvesters can be used for:
• 
Strategy for broadband Harvesting of Light
• Start with a 'mother system' that collects light, is broad band, and is sufficiently simple to be solved analytically, but may not have the desired geometry.
• Make a coordinate transformation to a desirable geometry.
• Use 'transformation optics' to calculate the properties of the transformed system. The daughter structure inherits the mother's analytical solution.
• A whole family of structures is now possible containing the same analytic genes but of sometimes wildly different shapes and sizes. New coordinates in terms of the old:
In the new coordinate system we must use renormalized values of the permittivity and permeability, ε,μ: ε'
where,
For the special case of conformal transformations in 2D systems, ε, μ are unchanged.
Constructing a broadband absorber
Resonant systems, such as silver spheres, enhance the absorption of radiation hence greatly improving the sensitivity to adsorbed molecules; but absorption by a single resonance is narrow band and therefore of limited use.
• start with a dipole exciting an infinite system -most infinite systems have a broadband continuum • invert about the origin to convert to a finite system excited by a plane wave. The spectrum is unchanged and remains broadband.
a metallic slab of finite thickness has a broadband spectrum 
This conformal transformation maps a semi ! slab into a cylinder spectra of the slab and the cylinder are identical in the electrostatic limit linear momentum, q, maps into angular momentum, m.
An inversion maps a dipole into a uniform electric field
Studying a dipole interacting with a flat surface tells us how a cylinder responds to a plane wave. (We assume the diameter to be sub-wavelength). The absorption cross section comprises a sharp resonance at sp ! in both cases.
z z = , converts a slab to a cylindrical crescent
The dipole source is transformed into a uniform electric field
Left: a thin slab of metal supports surface plasmons that couple to a dipole source, transporting its energy to infinity. Th e spectrum is continuous and broadband therefore the process is effective over a wide range of frequencies. Right: the transformed material now comprises a cylinder with cross section in the form of a crescent. The dipole source is transformed into a uniform electric field.
z z = , converts a cavity to a pair of kissing cylinders
Left: a cavity supports surface plasmons that couple to a dipole source, transporting its energy to infinity. The spectrum is continuous. Right: the transformed material now comprises two kissing cylinders. The dipole source is transformed into a uniform electric field.
Broadband field enhancement in singular structures (Alexandre Aubry, Dang Yuan Lei, Antonio I. Fernandez-Dominguez, et al.) Calculated x E normalized to the incoming field (E -field along x). The left and right panels display the field in the crescent and in the two kissing cylinders respectively. The metal is silver and 0.9 sp ω ω = . The scale is restricted to 
Extension of Harvesting Theory from Cylinders to Spheres
Analytic theory in the electrostatic limit is exact for touching cylinders. For spheres theory approximates to the cylindrical solution near the touching point.
Spheres as Light Harvesting Devices

Theory by Antonio Fernandez-Dominguez
Electric field enhancement at various photon frequencies for touching spheres. Enhancement is an order of magnitude greater than for touching cylinders because energy is compressed in 2 directions.
Leveraging Nanoscale Plasmonic Modes to Achieve Reproducible Enhancement of Light A: Gold nanoparticle near a gold. B: Localized NP-film field enhancement using SERRS from MGITC molecules adsorbed on the surface of the NP and within the NP-film gaps, which were created by a single molecular layer of PAH (0.6nm layer thickness).
Measured distance dependence of SERRS from MGITC molecules in the NP-film gaps with varying spacer distances.
Benefits of Broadband Harvesting
• Multi -frequency systems benefit from enhancement of all frequencies.
• e.g. one system can enhance detection of a wide range of molecules • e.g. if we are amplifying a weak signal at one frequency using a pump of another frequency, both are enhanced.
What can go wrong?
The theory predicts spectacular enhancements in the harvested fields, even when realistic values of the silver permittivity are included.
Harvesting is much less sensitive to resistive losses than is perfect imaging.
Enhancements in field strength of 4 10 are predicted, implying an enhancement of the SERS signal of 16 10 . Several factors will prevent this ideal from being attained:
• radiative losses
• non locality of ε
• problems in nm scale precision manufacture Nevertheless substantial effects can be expected
Calculating radiative corrections analytically (a) Two semi-infinite metal slabs support surface plasmons that couple to a dipole source, transporting its energy to infinity.
A fictional absorbing particle superimposed on the emitting dipole chosen to account for the radiative damping in the transformed geometry.
(b) The transformed material consists of two kissing cylinders. The dipole source is transformed into a uniform electric field, and the radiative losses are approximated by lossy material outside the large sphere.
